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AS MICHELE
IN FERRARA,

DED STREET
IS THE SAME

m. But as he drawscloser, you see the smile is
was once recognized as one of the
brightest sports scientists in die history of cycling, maybe the most innovative ever, the pioneer who helped develop landmark tests that
let riders pinpoint their physiological parameters so diey could train harder and smarter. But now the mere mention of his name can trigger a scandal, for 52-year-old Alichdc Ferrari has become a pariah in the sport he helped revolutionize. S He has worked %vith Francesco
Moser, Tony Rominger, Mario Cipollini, Lance Armstrong and other storied cyclists to set records and win Grand Tours, Classics, and
other important races. For two decades he has engineered champions. For nearly as long, he has been suspected of doping his champions,
as well. -38 The years of allegations came to a head in October 2004, when Ferrari was convicted in Italy on two doping-related charges,
for which he was fined $1,200, barred from practicing medicine, and given a suspended sentence of a year in jail, all of which he is appealing. The worst penalty, howercr, wasn't imposed by the court. Within hours, his last major clientand his staimchest defender, Armstrong, severed al I formal ties with Ferrari, a fter having won six Tours de France with the doctor's help. 8S His shunning was complete.
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NO,
THE LEGEND IS NOT SMILING.
{lit- irouUlc siartt-d with orange juice. Wnhni cycling circles, Ferrari .had been well-known and
as a trailer since the mid '80s, SL liccansc notorious in the spring of ]W4, afu-r
u.\un dVvviss riders he v*as working v.'it'h swi.:j»f the
(! lasse
;ionm-. Alter the
race, journalists {»q>pere() Iwn with the usual -questions, asked of any ouvstiHuling cydijig performance nowadays, ".ikivv can yon explain it?" IK: imitates rhejn now; mockingly: "Blah... blsih, hlvli!"
He knew the reporters were alluding to performance-enhancing dnigs, specifically EPO, the synthetic blood booster erythropoietin, whichat the time was already banned hut undetectable in
tests. And, being Michele Ferrari, he gave his honest opinion.
You can say someones doping, he said, only if they test positive for something that's banned. "If it doesn't show up in the drug
controls, then it's not doping," Ferrari said> adding that if he were a
rider, he just might take whatever he could get away with. And by
the way, he informed the French sports daily L'Eqiiipe (and a handful of Italian newspapers), "EPO is not dangerous, it's die abuse
thai is. It's also dangerous to drink 10 liters of orange juice."
Kaboom. It was as if he'd tried ro toss a hand grenade from
a car at his critics, but forgot that the windows were rolled up.
Within days, he'd been fired as team doctor lor Gewiss. His problems, and his glory, were just beginning.
For the next decade, he was a hunted man—pursued by investigative reporters and law enforcement on the one hand and, on the
odier, by riders seeking his services. Erwann Alentheour, a French
ex-pro who was one of the first athletes to be suspended for EPO
use, in 1997, writes in his book, Secret Defeirx, of going to visit 'V/
itoturt." I n the waiting room, Mentheour says, he saw "some of the
greatest athletes in the world sitting there, like a virgin on her first
visit to the gynecologist. It almost made me laugh put loud."
In the fall of 1H94S Ferrari helped Swiss rider "\bny Romingcr
break cycling's sacred hour record. Twice. The following spring,
his riders swept the top five places in the Giro d'ltalia, led by
Rominger and the Russian Evgeni Berzin, a burly pursuit rider
who'd somehow become a climber, Ferrari gave no interviews,
and worked largely in secret. He became known in the peloton as
UMito, or The Legend, an appellation that is chillingly appropriate. In all of his mystery, and success, and uncertainty, Ferrari

is the essence of the doping debate itself—a frustrating twilight
zone where guilt and innocence alike arc difficult to prove. Accusations often exceed evidence, while proof itself is always on trial.
The result is a sport where every victory is tainted by suspicion.
Case in point: Lance Armstrong, Ferrari's most famous (and in
recent years, only acknowledged) major client. Although Armstrong passed dozens, if not hundreds, of drug tests during his
seven-year Tour de France winning streak, his career remains the
subject of never-ending allegations, even after his retirement. He
probably wouldn't have won without Ferrari's training genius, but
now he can't rest because of him.

Jua as there ss cicrn jsnrf dirt}1, guilty 3H<.1 innocent,
there year, to he two fjpnnsini? .Viichtie FHT;IT*S,
Ttiesv is the young teatii doctor, barely in iiis thirties,
who cjvsit in a huff after tiruiing pills hidden in a stack
of jerseys «n the it-am has—not even art Hlegai drag,
hut one he hadn't known about. I 'here is an-older h«rniti, workingiorauoliier leans, telling reporters th:st
k "i.l< icM'i'i scancWizt; UK.-" i1 his rkicr> wcni u> Switzerland to iniy l.'..P<) uvtr ihe «.RMiter,

THIS MUCH IS INDISPUTABLE: IF MiCHELE

YOUR SALARY, IT WOULD
MAKE YOUR CAREER.
There is a brilliant coach and trainer, who welcomes athletes
in the autumn of their careers, or riders wlro have lost direction,
and helps them find nexv motivation and discipline. And there is a
Michele Ferrari who makes crypticnotes in his riders' training logs
to rell them—according to prosecutors—when to take EPO, steroids and growth hormone to maxiinize their results while avoiding detection. This is the Ferrari described by the European media
as "sulfurous," as though he'd studied medicine in the very depths
of hell itself. "For many years, [Ferrari] was like the devil in the
sport," says Pier Bergonzi, longtime cycling correspondent for La
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Gamata ddlo Span, Italy's premier sports daily. To avoid die press,
this Ferrari would sometimes meet his clients on lonely raids in
his camper van. And there is a Ferrari who lives in a quiet villa hidden in a copse of trees just outside the university town ot Fermi's,
a caring and dedicated coach who became so involved with his riders that he spent Christmases with them and their families. Riders
speak of the new motivation and confidence this Ferrari instilled in

cycling since retiring after the 1994 season, but he well remembers die furor his beloved coach caused with chat infamous "orange juke" interview, because he'd won his third Fleche thatsame
day. (Ferrari was right, by the way: F.rythropoietin, used to treat
anemia, is often cited by medical trade journals and other expert
sources as one of the top-selling; and safest, prescription drugs.)
"Ferrari said what we all thought," says Argentin. "There are
3,000 products on the doping lists, and only 30 that can be found
in a test. I think that's really what Michele wanted to say. You can't
just accuse people of doping. You have to verily."
He takes a little sip of coffee, then continues: "I don't deny
my past with him. I'm proud to have worked with him. He never
prescribed me anything. He did lots of other things, like tests,
training, diet, experimental things. We did everything that was
legally possible, yes. I'm not saying I'm a virgin. I did everydiing
possible and legal to be good. I didn't hold back, because I knew it
was the only way to be competitive."
Pause. Sip,
"Cycling at that level wasn't good for my health," Argentin
says. "I've got the sacrosanct right to give back to my body everything that it consumes. You can be replaced on a team, you know,
so your engine has to work, always work."

them, when they thought their careers were lost.
This much is indisputable: IF Ferrari agreed to work with you,
and you could afford him—he typically charged between 10 and
20 percent of a rider's salary—it would make your career.
One of his first resurrections was performed on an Italian rider, Moreno Argentin, who came to Ferrari in 1989. Argentin had
Avon the world road championship in 1986 but had since hit the
skids, with two years of bad results. At only 29, he was thinking
about retiring. Then he made the pilgrimage to Ferrara, a walled
medieval town on the flat coastal plain near the Po River.
"Thanks to Ferrari, I found new motivation and conviction,"
says Argentin, over an espresso in his hometown on die plains
near Venice, where he is now a successful real estate developer,
"He was the very first coach who worked on 360 degrees—every
aspect—of a rider's training and life: his diet, nutrition and not
only training but living the life of a cyclist. Before, we didn't even
understand why we had sore legs. With the new methods, we understood why, and we could make changes. He didn't change the
amount of trainmg, he changed the methods; so it became more
structured and more disciplined, with definite intervals and recovery periods. Thanks to him, I learned more about myself and
my own engine. As a consequence, I became convinced! of my
own talent, my own physical capabilities."
He had some engine. The very next season, 1990, Argentin
won the Tour of Flanders, Fleche Wallonne and a stage of the
Tour de France. He won Fleche again the following year, as well
as Liege-Bastogne-Liege and another Tour stage. In all, Argentin won more than a dozen races and stages in the five years he
worked with Ferrari.
"He was the best then, and the best now," says Argentin. Slim
and soft-spoken, he still Jooks like the elite athlete he once was.
His well-tailored tweed jacket, and his brand-new Volkswagen
SUV, speak of a comfortable post-cycling life. He's been out of

Ferran amk-retiirkis tKt- screisscs of dire six>n. HV was
an athlete imw the utte «f 1 2, C iiwiflg up in Ferrara., a
wealthy am! spans-nnaJ \miversHV town, he had access tx >
#» Kxi facilities uni J c-c isidics, a n< I by the ta ne lie was 1 7 he'd
ws« a MtwnaldjainjwM-whip runningihe yfW>mecers>,
ami had made the national track team. Bui a war -or su
bier, he fee! to n»ke ;i chcjjue 'otMwen SJHWTS or school.
In a good-role-model decision any parent would applaud—and
unlike most of his future clients— Ferrari chose education, entering the University of Ferrara to study medicine. He had no time
to train seriously but kept running, often with his professor and
mentor, Dr. Francesco Conconi, also a serious amateur runner.
"I did a few maradions, just for fun," Ferrari says, "in two hours,
thirty minutes." A time of 2:30 would have placed him 53rd out of
36,562 -entrants in the 2004 NVwYorkMaradron. He quitrunningat
the beginning of die '80s after injuring his lower back, and picked up
cycling. He became a regular at local amateur races, and tried a few
triathlons as well, no big deal to hear him tell it, though he does not
neglect to mention that he was ranked third in Italy in 1986.
He was much more interested in the work he and Conconi
were doing in their lab. As it still is, the University of Ferrara was
an important center for sports medicine. During the first half
of the 1980s, Ferrari helped Conconi develop a simple field test,
now known as the Conconi Test, that allowed endurance athletes
to determine their anaerobic threshold — essentially their maximum cruising speed. Previously, this crucial training point could
be measured only in a lab, using cumbersome breathing masks
and electrodes, a process that often failed to produce an accurate
value, and was impractical to regularly administer to an athlete.
The Conconi Test revolutionized endurance sports. It let athletes easily tailor workouts to their engines. It allowed coaches
and trainers (and doctors) to quantify goals, not just in terms of
speed but by increasing power output at a given heart rate.
53
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The test soon proved its value. One of die most storied marks
in cycling is the hour record, which at the time the Conconi Test
was treated had stood for more than a decide since Eddy Mcrclcx
rode 49.4JI kilometers in 1972. Ferrari realized that, with the test,
he could determine any rider's maximum sustainable speed. The
guesswork—could thiscyclistgo for enough to break the record?—
was eliminated. All that was necessary was the right rider.
Enter Francesco Moscr. A powerful cyclist with a supple pedal
stroke, Moser was one of the dominant racers of his generation,
winning everything from the 1977 world championship to Paris-Roubaix. In 1983, he was 32 years old and looking for a new
challenge in the sport. When Conconi and Ferrari put Moser
through his paces on the Ferrara velodrome, the numbers said
Moser could beat Merckx's record. Ferrari began working with
the cyclist.
On January 19,1984, Moser rode 50.808 kilometers, beating
Merckx by almost a mile; just four days later, he bettered himself,
riding an astonishing 51,151 kilometers. Over the next few years,
Moser also rode sea level and indoor hour records. After one attempt in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1986, Moser's blood and urine
were sent to a drug-testing laboratory, in a brief book about the
project, Coneoni wrote: "The unequivocal response was that in
Stuttgart as in Mexico, Milan, Moscow and Vienna [other sites
of Moscr's record attempts], drugs had nothing to do with this
extraordinary athlete's performance."
In 1VW, Musw jx'veiit-il in .11? ink-mov with ;i jiiumalisi lh;il ht:'d adiievcil J'Db limit i'cujrUs vvu.l; the lK'ijM ; >f
hliHji.i dopiny, a prsKt-s^ in which .tn nth!«t sidix-s tns
d'lsvn ttkxM.1 iur weeks iff months then, receive* :i tr,in\fu:;inn brfjji*; ;i rt-v.ijiiv fvon., thus im iv.,isisi» thi: nmfnwt
o5 i t.xy^'dv-i.nirttj inning rcil hit**! ixlis in Jus txaly.
He may not have used banned drugs—and blood doping was
not forbidden at the time, either—but Moser's hour record was still
"non-physiological," as his former trainer at Mapei, Aldo Sassi, puts
it "The ediical perception of doping then was not the perception
that we have today," says Sassi, who later became Mapei's team director. "What today is doping, in that period, was science."
Ferrari, with his mentor Concern, was at the forefront of sports
science. When a new biotech miracle drug called erythropoietin
appeared in the late 1980s, the two doctors quickly realized its potential for endurance athletes. By boosting red blood cell counts,
EPO increases the body's ability to transport oxygen, improving
aerobic power and endurance. Conconi reportedly even used it
on himself, then rode the legendary Stelvio climb outside Milan,
dropping a good amateur rider roughly half his age.
Beginning in 1984, Ferrari had been moonlighting as the team doctor for Moser's squad, Gis Gelatiluc Lu. He found that he preferred working with
riders to the stuffy protocols of the august University

of Ferrara, which was founded in the Mth century, and is the Oxford of Italy. The speed-seeking athlete-doctor didn't have the
patience to sit .around waiting for tenure. "It was too slow," he
says. By 1988 he was working mainly with pro cyclists.
"My athletes would say, 'I go to Ferrara to do the test,' and
diey'd have big improvements afterward," says Sassi. "I was one
of the first to use the Conconi Test—but I never found such big
improvement1! in the riders' condition."
As coach of the Mapei team beginning in 1996, Sassi forbade
bis riders from consulting with outside doctors—a policy that
Mapei CEO Giorgio Squinr.i, a strong opponent of doping, says
was specifically intended to keep jMapei riders away from Ferrari.
"I think he is one of the most knowledgeable and best trainers in cycling," Sqninzi says, "but I also think he is a person who
operates without any moral restrictions whatsoever."

On the lirst iln <si liic Itfttt lour dc J'ramv, l-unciyn's
SitMtliy i i'Hi'i rcvtMJed J!I,H i-wan h;:ui I torn working

vvn.ii j.,;iniv Anvis'.roriji who at the rime h.icl won the
iv.n 'jinn's In cnniiuoiuhnf.! styl
'

out. 'Jo the ia.iropean press, which faltered flir
ne«"s through Ferrari's ilopiiig rejHinition, it was as ii
h;«j virtiwHy rested fxsuivt,' fiw haranal
s. If you were seeisig I'krran. tiic ««iscnsus IK: Id,
ihs\ .meant y«u wei* tloiiig sfftnrtkitig.
Besieged by reporters, Annstrong emphasized the good Ferrari—the innovative trainer and number cruncher. The cyclist
and his U.S. Postal team issued a statement saying that Armstrong's coach was Chris Carmiehael, and that Ferrari was consulted on a limited basis only. In an interview with Italy's Gazzetta
dello Spoil Armstrong said, "Ferrari's been following my progress
since 1999, but it's only recently—withlmy desire to break the
world [hour] record— that I've had more contact with him."
At the same time that he distanced himself from Ferrari,
Armstrong remained one of his most steadfast defenders —PR be
damned. "I view him as innocent; he's a clean man in my opinion," he said during a 2001 Tour press conference.

THE
FILIPPO SMEONL
ADMITTED EPO USER HAD DISQUALIFYING HEMATOCRIT OF
501 WITH
HEMATOCRIT DROPPED TO 46.
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strong. But the authors did discover that the relationship between
the doctor and the rider was closer, and began much longer ago,
than Armstrong had previously acknowledged.
From Italian investigators, who had access to hotel records,
Walsh learned that Armstrong had visited Ferrara on numerous
occasions, which lie listed: "two days in March 5999, three days in
May 2000, two days in August 2000, one day in September 2000
and three days in late April/early May of this year [200IJ." Those
visits Ci«n>e at key points, for Tour preparation and just before the
2000 Olympics, where Armstrong wanted a medal.
Their relationship began as long ago as 1995, when Eddy Merckx had called Ferrari, asking him to take on a new diem, a young
American who'd won a Tour stage as well as the San Sebastian

THE CLIENT: LANCE ARMSTRONG. PBE-FEBRAffl:
ONE-DAY. CLASSICRACE PHENOM WHO
CONTRACTED CANCER. WITH FERRARI:
NEW RIDING STYLE
LED TO 7 TDF WINS.

"Lance is very loyal," says Carmichael. "Michele is a very
bright person, and he's really aided and helped Lance in his performance."
There was much more help than Armstrong had admitted. In
June 2004 Sunday Times writer David Walsh (along with French
journalist Pierre Ballester) published LA Cwifidemiel, a book that
attempts to list every bad diing Armstrong has allegedly ever
done. (Armstrong is suing for libel, and the French-language
book has never been published in English.) The book doesn't
spell out exactly what Ferrari is supposed to have done for Arm-

Classic that year. Ferrari wsn't interested, he says, but Merckx
persisted, and in November of 1995 Lance Armstrong came to
Ferrara for "the test."
At the rime, Armstrong was riding for Motorola and living
in Como, Italy, about three hours from Ferrara by car. lie was
primarily a one-day rider who aimed to win Classics: long, tough
one-day races with short, steep climbs. Ferrari was impressed by
the test results, and Armstrong became a regular visitor, coming
every three or four weeks, Ferrari says. The doctor, Armstrong
and CarmichacI also went to San Diego that year for a personalized training camp of the sort that later became a centerpiece of
Armstrong's training program. Armstrong started the next season, 1996, with increased strength. He won the Classic Fleche
Wallonne, and America's biggest race at the time, the Tour DuPont, against an international field. But by the lour dc France,
he was strangdy off form, and abandoned halfway through. In
October, he was diagnosed with cancer.
In January of 1997, just after he had finished chemotherapy,
Armstrong paid Ferrari a visit and, when he resumed training in
anticipation of his comeback in 1998, the close relationship with
Ferrari resumed, the doctor says. Ferrari says he now traveled to
meet his famous client, first to Nice, where he'd test Armstrong
on the Col de la Madone climb just outside town, and then to Girona, where Armstrong moved in 2001. Ferrari -also says he bega n
working with Kevin Livingston and Tyler Hamilton, Armstrong's
top lieutenants in those days. But even then, Ferrari's reputation
was problematic for some riders. Frankie Andreu, another loyal
Armstrong teammate, declined to work with Ferrari, he says, beSCYCiJNE 8 JASMSY/HffliASV !*fli
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cause of the doctor's reputation.
In the following years, Ferrari established a working relationship with the U.S. Postal Service team. He has tested George
Hinuupie and Floyd Laiulis, for example; often, he says, team director Johan liruynecl would send him a new recruit or a young
prospect for evaluation. During 2004, Ferrari paid several visits
to Girorw, and conducted training camps in Switzerland and the
Canary Islands, according to Daniel Coyte's 2005 hook, lana
Ana,ftn>ng\ Mir. Armstrong even bestowed a telling nickname

ROMINGERPRi
RAR1: CHAMPION OF3
GRAND TOURS, SLOWING AT AGE33 WITH
FERRARI: SET HOUR
RECORD TWICE IN ONE
YEAR AND WON FIRST GIRO.
on Ferrari, calling him Schuini, after Formula One driver Michael Schuniachcr.
One early indication of Ferrari s importance happened during
the 2000 Tour, when Johan Bruyncel called the doctor from the
team car during Stage 16 to Moraine. Marco Pantani had opened
a threatening gap widi a hard attack on a climb, and Bruyneel
and Armstrong knew Ferrari could relkhem if the wispy climber
could maintain the withering pace. Like most Ferrari stories, this
one was reported as a kind of mini-scandal—as if Ferrari had
somehow injected some kind of drug over the phone. Bruyneel
was less interested in EPO than. in VAM, n measurement devised
by Ferrari to quantify a rider's ability to climb.
"I remember, I was walking in the woods," Ferrari says. "I
probably said three words: 'Let him hang™
Pantani cracked.

3n ScpttMsiIw 2001. rhc ui;)i of Dr. .Yliditk Krr.iri
began. By that [joint, the kaiian polk* had been snvt-si [gating him for more than five years. They h.ui ivi• ii.nl thai ;i p'ljniKK.'v in Bo!oi:iw y.,is moving .1 liujif
vohime o! ir'PO ;inil ndicr jiri
<lnit£s and suppli'intnix »< thtv
On one recording, the snm- mviw csckkil, "'Ferrari
has emptied my pharmacy!"
On August 12, 1998, police had raided Ferrari's home, seizing
files and records, including riders' training diaries. At one point,
Ferrari says, he asked the lead officer what exactly they were looking tor. "He says to me, 'We want to sec what you do.'"
Instead they found out who Ferrari did it with. Among the riders whose files were found were Claudia Chiappucci, Axel Merckx
(son of Eddy), Kevin Livingston and Gianluca Bortolami, whose
Festina team had been at the center of that year's Tour de France

drug scandal. They also seized the diary of a young rider named
Filippo Simeoni. There was very little pertaining to Armstrong,
who'd spent the 1997 season battling cancer.
There were charts and tables of the riders' blood tests, with
their all-important hematocrit values, showing die percentage of
red cells in their blood. '(Livingston's went from less than 42 percent to 49.9, just one-tenth shy of the 50-percent limit imposed by
the UC1 in 1997; Armstrong's highest was just below 47 percent.)
None of die diaries seemed to document drug use. They appeared
to be ordinary training logs, with each week's workouts detailed in
Ferrari's own hand. The investigators noticed asterisks on specific
days, but diere was no key to help them decipher the marks.
Six months later, the asterisks were decoded In February 1999,
prosecutor Giovanni Spinosa—himself an avid cyclist — questioned
several riders at an early season race in Italy. After two hours arttl
45 minutes of post-race interrogation, a weary Bortolami admitted
that the marks on his training program were coded reminders of
when he should take EPO and steroids.
A few months later, a raid on another former Ferrari client
turned up evidence of actual EPO .use. Unlike the other riders,
this one seemed willing—after a little legal encouragement— to
testify against his doctor in court.

On a rainy ;i!
«;iy i i > m«>! iiic -.u ?, SUM!) airport uursiik: Ruinc liws
enters u> budget airlines. HeViai his way to n training
ramp for bis aew ream, and he hits throe huars yet n>
drive, hut he fcefc it's hnpwtam. Ji> la Ik —«.-vc»> after listmxibk' i.has hisriioulli has gotten tiim into.
Tall and lean and tan, he has the polished look of a professional athlete, and he looks much younger dian his 34 years. His
long face is dominated by a nose so sharp it might give him an
aerodynamic advantage in the long breakaways dial have become
his specialty. In the 2001 Vuelta a Espafia, he won a stage in such
a breakaway, aod dedicated his win to the victims of September
1 1 , clipping out at the finish line and raising his bike over hishead.
He won another stage the following year, and came close at 2004's
Tour de France, getting caught within 100 meters of the line.
In another stage of the '04 Tour, one of the last of the race,
he tried again, leaping out of the pack and powering up to a fourman break. Unfortunately, he had the yellow jersey on his wheel.
The U.S. Postal Service team was on the front that day, and as
Simeoni rode past, he says he heard Armstrong shouting "Go!
Go! Go!" at his teammates. When none chased, the yellow jersey
took it upon himself. None of the other top contenders followed.
When the two of them reached the break, Simeoni says, Armstrong told the others that he would leave only if Simeoni did. If
Armstrong stayed, it would doom the group's escape because his
rivals in the pack wouldn't let him ride off and gain more time.
Simeoni says he dropped backand, as the pair drifted to the peloton, Armstrong patted him on the back and said, "Nice move."
After the stage, Armstrong told reporters, "All he wants to do
is destroy cycling and destroy the sport that pays him, and that's
not correct-" Armstrong denies Simeoni's version of the story,
saying he expected his rivals to chase and, when they didn't, instead of dooming the break he left as a goodwill gesture.
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Simeoni says the tactic was payback for testifying against Ferrari and for suing Armstrong (or defamation; at one point during
his defense of Ferrari, Armstrong called Simeoni a liar. "Armstrong wants to depict me as a black sheep," Simeoni says through
our translator, Stephan Farrand. "It's not the truth. It's actually
him that's not well liked, because of his air of superiority."
The Italian was suit a young rider when his team paid for a
consultation with Ferrari, in late 1996. In his agenda for that day,
Simeoni had written, "Go to Ferrara to sec 'II Mito™ The Legend put the nicer through the usual tests, and started him on a
new program, with steadily increasing training loads. Like a lot
of Ferrari clients, he showed immediate improvement. The next
season, 1997, he was finishing mountain stages with Pantani.
In the courtroom, five years later, Simeoni said, "Ferrari spoke
of EPO from die first moment." He also said the asterisks on the
training program were reminders of when to take Andriol, a steroid, usually after long training rides. He was to buy the Andriol,
as well as the EPO and other drugs, from Swiss pharmacies. If
he was called (or doping control, he was to use a product called
Emagel to dilute his blood and lower his hematocrit.
Ferrari wasn't the first to suggest that he take drugs, Simeoni
admits. He'd been taking EPO since 1992, when he was an amateur, and he continued taking it after he left Ferrari in 1997, up
until the time he was caught, two years later. At the time he testified, he was serving a six-month suspension from cycling, which
had been reduced from nine months.
"I didn't really think J was doing anything wrong," Simeoni
says, at the airport. "It was normal, what everybody did." Only
later did he realize he was wrong, he says, and felt he should speak

out. "I'd reached the point where I realized that I'd overdone it,
and it was time to change things. I wanted to be at peace with myself, and my conscience. When the proof was there, I didn't feel
tike I could deny it. You have to be a criminal to do that."
In fits and starts, the trial dragged on for more than three
years, despite or because of the absence of key witnesses such as
Axel Merck* and Kevin Livingston, who said they couldn't make
it to Bologna to testify, Bortolnmi did; contradicting what investigators said he'd told them, in court he said the asterisks meant he
was supposed to take "innocent vitamins and ammo acids." The
only rider to testify in detail against Ferrari was Simeoni.
He'd stopped seeing Ferrari after one season; his team would
no longer pay UMito's substantial fee. He says he also felt Ferrari
was paying more attention to big-name riders who paid him more.
"For a lot of riders, it was worth it," Simeoni says. "They got big
results, and they wouldn't have gotten them without Ferrari. He's
a real scientist. He spends hours studying; he's a genius. He's the
best of all for training programs—but also pharmacologically."
Simeoni pauses, riddles with his chunky black watch with
many dials. He has a long way to drive, to meet up with his new
team, Natttrino-Sapore di Mare, a second-tier squad sponsored
by a seafood company. He's done well for a bricklayer's son from
the south of Rome, but he won't be riding the Tour this year—or,
likely, ever again. Few top teams seem interested in him.

"1 IIOXT sustrt/Miri I to fi ririfi u> takt Swunedsii'KiiHK 1 t's," ;Mifiu-ic r'errnn is ^ivinu, ;-.t;ir.ing inttiTi.lv across
the tahk: at me, in a coftee barm a hotel in centrai
Ferrans where we j;wi tor the first prim interview he's
given in four years. "Never," he says.
But what about all the riders who said you told them—
He interrupts: "It is possible that some guys were taking illegal drugs, but not under my suggestion." He speaks in quick,
staccato English punctuated with Italian expressions, with die
manner of someone too intelligent, and too impatient, foraworld
of petty rules. "You can get the same results with natural methods—with the right training, and for example with altitude, or
hypoxic chambers,"
He looks older than the Ferrari of the pictures I've studied, his
teeth less white and his skin less tan. He's dressed like an academic, in a fraying lambswool swatter, and he seems completely sincere when he insists, "There is no reason not lo follow die rules."
From his briefcase, die doctor pulls a clear plastic folder and
selects a page. It is a photocopied graph showing Simeoni's hematocrit values. When he came to Ferrari in 1996, the chart shows,
Simeoni's red blood cells were at 50.7 percent; the rules prohibit
riders from competing if they're above 50. Ferrari
says he suggested that Simeoni donate Wood, to reduce his hematocrit, which was dangerously high—
as it often is in doping cyclists.

THE CLIENT: KEVIN LIVINGSTON. PRE-FERRARI:
HEMATOCRIT OF 42. WITH FERRARI: HEMATOCRIT
OF 49.9, JUST ONE-10TH SHY OF THE UCI LIMIT.
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"I am not an expert in doping," he says, framing the last word in
air quotes. This is just to prove that this guy is a liar."
After an hour and a halfof desultory answers, the doctor seems
to have perked up. He tosses a slack of document son the table and
leans forward, showing the same intensity-he displayed during his
trial when, spontaneously, he took the witness stand in his own
defense. On that day in court, he talked from 10 in the morning
until 7 at night, pulling documents from a huge folder to illustrate
his points, ami sweating through his chic T-shirt and sportcoat.
After the bloodletting, he explains, Simeoni's hemotocrit
dropped to a normal 41, before rebounding to what Ferrari calls
his "natural" level of 45-46 percent, where it stayed throughout
the year the doctor trained him.
In court, the prosecution's expert testified that Simeoni's
change from 41 to 47, could be the result of EPO. "That is absolute bullshit," Ferrari says. The judge agreed, admitting that he
could not say for sure that any of the riders' changing hematocrit
levels were the result of doping; hematocrit is a constantly fluctuating value, depending on many factors, such as one's state of
dehydration, and even whether one is standing or sitting.

MORENO ARGENTIN.
CHAMP ON VERGE OF
RETIREMENT WITH
COMEBACK
INCLUDED 12 RACE AND
STAGE WINS IN 5 YEARS.

one int.' ihintf wns missmi;: ;i positive ilruy it's! in one
of Fernirisarhlfffs,
Nor could authorities find a single piece of paper, in
Ferrari's handwriting, explicitly directing an athlete to take
any banned substance. The prosecution did produce a single
prescription for Animine, no longer banned, and 500 capsules of DHEA, a steroid found in almost any vitamin shop
in the U.S., but available only by prescription in Europe. It
was medicine for his elderly father, Ferrari said, and he was
acquitted on a charge of distributing doping products.
For a man who'd supposedly been the godfather of cycling's
doping culture, Ferrari left a meager paper trail. The police files
on Ferrari's riders included blood-test results but even those were
anything but incriminating; with one or two exceptions, Ferrari's
riders stayed well Mow the UCI's 50-percent hematocrit limit.
"There was no smoking gun," says prosecutor Lorenzo Gestri.
In his appeal, Ferrari points this out, as well as the conflicting testimony of Simeoni (who originally told investigators the asterisks
were reminders to take amino acids and vitamins), and also claims
diat the offense for which he was convicted, "sporting fraud," is
not applicable to his case, became die law was originally written
to cover horse racing. To read his appeal brief, and to talk with the
man personally, is m believe in the good Ferrari, the one who quit
lu's old team when he found a drug, and the one who uses altitude
tents and hard training instead of EPO and other banned methods,
even though, as he says, "it's much easier to do an injection than to
organize a training camp in Vail, and to train and work hard."
"I am always in the rules," Ferrari says, pushing back his chair
to conclude our meeting. "Always. In the past, now, and in the
future. Within the rules."
And with that, // Mito stands, extends a hand, and walks out
the swinging hotel doors into the winter.

The most insidious aspect of cycling's »Jf>pin^ euimrv
is not what it tines to'rhe athletes' •bt.xJies, tat ivhai h
llfhttore pulls another document from the stack, marked "After does us the Jans' mirwfc —and hearts. Just w-hen you've
Ferrari," which shows that in October 1997, Simeoni's hematocrit rawi'lved to believe in «.»]ti«»i?e 's.guilt m in noce«ct, anhad leaped to 52.5 percent, "Simeoni did not need any instruction other feet, another theory, a not her ip«»sihi'ljty, another
about doping," he says, "because he was already an expert."
aiK-.atoie arises. As I researched this ankle, I was told
He pulls out another document, this one a page from Simeo- a story by EtigtnioC.Iapwfecqna, a iTUsading '.nut-dopni's 1907 training diary. There are asterisks beside certain days, ing journalist at the Italian newspaper lj) RvjwIMca.
which Simeoni had said were reminders to take Andriol. But at
the top of the page, there is a note showing that the asterisks mean
he;is to take 10-12 grams of atnino acids, with Gatorade.
Proof of the innocence of those marks? Perhaps—but then
Ferrari stains the moment as he continues talking. During this
week, the doctor explains> Simeoni was to race two or th ree times,
which meant the risk of being subjected to a doping test was high.
"Andriol is easily detectable for several days, in a normal urine
test," Ferrari explains. "So, it is impossible that 1 suggested he
take one Andriol, 20 hours before another race." He repeats, for
emphasis, "impossible," and for 3 moment his indignation shines
through, as if he's been professionally insulted.

IX-spitt nil the evidence aimsst'ti by the jrmrstigators,
m-'jv more tJinn five vtws am) tsvn sepannc inquiries.

Ferrari's daughter, Sara, was also a gifted athlete, Capodacqua
told me. At one point, she run a sub-2:30 marathon, even faster
than her old man in his heyday. In 1999, she was competing in
a triathlon in Lavaronc, Italy. At 22 years old, she was ranked in
the top 25 in Italy, and seemed sure to improve. On the bike leg of
the race, however, she was spotted receiving a push from an older
male cyclist, who turned out to be wearing a fake race number.
She was disqualified. The pusher: Her father.
The story had been reported in the European press, but I'd
never seen it and I was reluctant to trust hearsay. So my translator
and I tracked down halo Better, one of the judges present at that
race. Hotter confirmed the srory. He said he even keeps a report
of the infraction framed on his office wall.
I called the doctor at his home, in October 2005. "That," said
Michele Ferrari, "is another complete bullshit."®
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